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The bay-Asturcón pony (A21) population recovery started recently. A total of 297 samples (180
from founder individuals) belonging to the A21 population were genotyped for: a) a set of 15
microsatellites; and b) the presence of the two recessive chestnut alleles reported in the literature
(e and ea) on the MC1r gene (locus Extension) and the deletion on the ASIP gene (locus Agouti)
associated with recessive black coat in horses. The extent to which the genetic variability of the
A21 population could be affected by selection strategies aimed at decreasing the frequency of the
chestnut allele was quantified in terms of gene diversity and allelic richness. The possible genetic
impact of a controlled introgression of A21 offspring into the black-coated Asturcón (A20)
populationwas also assessedusing 261 available A20 genotypes. Thewild alleles for the Extension
and Agouti loci (E and A, respectively) were the most frequent (77.8% and 59.4%) in the A21
population. Both the e and ea recessive chestnut alleles were identified with frequencies of 21.2%
and 1.0%. As expected, the contribution to overall diversity of the founder subpopulation was
always higher than that of the A21 offspring subpopulation. Total contribution of the offspring
subpopulation tooverall allelic richnesswasnegative (−1.84%), showing that all their alleleswere
present in the founder subpopulation. Although favourable, the chestnut carrier individuals had
poor contributions to overall gene diversity and tended to have negative contributions to allelic
richness. The elimination of the chestnut carrier A21 individuals would not affect genetic
variability to a significant extent. Therefore, efforts for preserving the genetic variability in the A21
population could focus on a careful planning of matings between individuals free of the recessive
chestnut alleles. The expected influence of a controlled introgression of A21 offspring on the
genetic variability of the A20 population was always favourable. The gene diversity of the
introgressed population was higher than that of the original A20 population for both gene
diversity (GDT=−1.2%±0.04%) and, particularly, allelic richness (CT=4.9%±0.27%). Very
limited gene flowmay increase the number of alleles of the A20 population but also would yield a
balanceof the allelic frequencies at a population level. Therefore, a commonbreedingpolicy for the
two Asturcón pony populations may ensure the viability of this prominent genetic resource.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Asturcón pony is a ‘Celtic type’ breed which is
considered to be one of the oldest representatives of native
Spanish horses (García-Dory, 1980; Royo et al., 2005a). The
fax: +34 985195310.

All rights reserved.
breed received its name from the description of the Asturian
horses made by the Roman chroniclers during the Cantabrian
Wars 80 B.C. (Álvarez Sevilla, 1995). The Asturcón population
was on the brink of extinction during the second third of the
20th century (Álvarez Llana, 1995; Álvarez Sevilla, 1995). The
recovery of the Asturcón pony breed started during the 1970s
with 21 black-coated reproductive individuals. (García-Dory,
1980; Álvarez Llana, 1995). This seminal initiative for
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conservation created controversy. Historical reports showed
that the majority of the Asturcón individuals in the first third
of the 20th century were bay-coated, with black-coated
individuals inmoderate to low frequency (García-Dory, 1980;
Álvarez Llana, 1995).

Recently, the breeders' association (ACPRA) included in its
breeding programme bay-coated Asturcón individuals (Royo
et al., 2007). The ideas underlying this second initiative for
conserving the Asturcón pony were to preserve a genetic
resource which was still present in semi-feral conditions in
Western Asturias (the bay-coated Asturcón) and also the
production of black-coated Asturcón individuals from het-
erozygous bay-Asturcón parents in order to contribute to the
control of inbreeding in the black-coated Asturcón population
(Royo et al., 2007). Only 3 out of 7 founder stallion lines
(unbroken descent through male animals only from an
ancestor to a descendant) remain at present in the black-
coated Asturcón population (Royo et al., 2007). However,
registered offspring in the bay-coated Asturcón include 20
different founder stallion lines. Up to present, no crosses are
allowed between individuals deriving from the initial ACPRA
conservation initiative (A20 population) and those belonging
to the most recent Asturcón registering (A21 population).
Common breeding policies for the two Asturcón pony
populations are still to be decided.

The recovery strategy applied for the A21 population was
different to that carried out for the A20 Asturcón. Although
only individuals with full accordance with breed standard
were used, ACPRA decided to enlarge as much as possible
the number of founders of the A21 population. The aim was
to implement a strong selection for type traits on a relatively
large founder population to ensure type quality of the
offspring. The main selective pressure is done on coat colour
(see Rieder, 2009 and Thiruvenkadan et al., 2008, for
reviews on the genetic determination of coat colour in
horses). The chestnut coat is not accepted in the A21
population register studbook. Also, A20 breeders usually
reject for reproduction those individuals carrying this
recessive trait. Therefore, selective pressure against chest-
nut carrier individuals is particularly intense. Carriers of
recessive black are not rejected in the A21 population
studbook. In fact, a few black-coated individuals were
included as founders of this Asturcón population. However,
the possible importance of heterozygous black-carrier A21
individuals on the genetic viability of the A20 population is
yet to be ascertained.

There is an increasing interest in the conservation of
genetic variability in horse populations (Avdi and Banos,
2008; Azor et al., 2007; Cervantes et al., 2008, 2009). It has
recently been shown in horses that preserving coat colour
variation can lead to the conservation of the genetic
variability in a genetic stock (Druml et al., 2009; Bartolomé
et al., 2010). The aim of the present analysis is to assess,
using microsatellites, to what extent the genetic variability
of the A21 populationmay be affected by selection strategies
aimed at decreasing the frequency of the chestnut allele.
Also, the genetic impact on the A20 population of the
inclusion into its breeding programme of the black-coated
offspring of A21 individuals will be assessed. Consequences
for the conservation programme of the Asturcón pony breed
are discussed.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Sampling and genotyping

From the start of its recovery to July 2008, a total of 319
A21 individuals were registered in the ACPRA studbook. From
them, no parents were known from 195 individuals that were
considered founders. A total of 297 blood samples were
obtained from these individuals. From them, 180 were
founders and will be hereafter referred as “A21 founder
subpopulation”. Samples from non-founder individuals will
be referred as “A21 offspring subpopulation”. Total DNA was
isolated following standard procedures (Sambrook et al.,
1989). Following previous analyses (Royo et al., 2007) a set of
15 microsatellites (AHT4, AHT5, ASB17, ASB2, CA425, HMS1,
HMS2, HMS3, HMS7, HTG4, VHL20, ASB23, HMS6, HTG10 and
HTG7) was genotyped in all the sampled individuals. These
markers are among those selected for the national official
parentage test in Spanish horse breeds (Bouzada et al., 2008).
The PCR products were electrophoretically separated using an
ABI PRISM™ 310 DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems,
Madrid, Spain). Allele sizes were scored against the gen-
Scan-500 LIZ size standard (Applied Biosystem, Madrid,
Spain) using the GeneMapper™ Software v3.7 (Applied
Biosystem, Madrid, Spain).

Additionally, a total of 261 genotypes from the A20
Asturcón population previously analysed in Royo et al.
(2007) were available in order to characterise its genetic
variability.

The presence of the two recessive chestnut alleles
reported in the literature (e, Marklund et al., 1996; ea,
Wagner and Reissmann, 2000) on the melanocortin-1
receptor gene (MC1r; locus Extension) and the 11-bp
deletion on the ASIP gene (locus Agouti) that, in homozygo-
sis, is completely associated with recessive black coat colour
(Adel; Rieder et al., 2001) was tested in the A21 samples using
the RT-PCR protocol described in Royo et al. (2008). The PCR
assays were performed using the iCycler iQ Real-Time PCR
Detection System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) using
optically clear PCR plates and sealing films (Bio-Rad Labora-
tories). Primers and dual-labelled allele-specific oligonucle-
otide probes were designed with Beacon Designer software
version 2.0 (Bio-Rad, Barcelona, Spain) and synthesized by
Sigma-Genosys (Haverhill, UK) and Eurogentec (Liege,
Belgium).

2.2. Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were carried out using the program
MolKin (current version v3.0; Gutiérrez et al., 2005a). For
descriptive purposes, the following parameters characterising
genetic diversity were computed at both the subpopulations
and the whole population level: observed heterozygosity (Ho),
Nei's (1987) gene diversity (i.e. expected heterozygosity; GD),
FIS (Nei, 1987) and raw (k) and rarefacted (i.e. corrected for
sampling size; k(g); Hurlbert, 1971) average number of alleles
per locus or allelic richness. For all the analyses, gwas fitted to
32 which is the minimum number of allele copies identified in
the smallest subpopulation assessed. Confidence on the
estimates of parameter FIS was assessed via bootstrapping
using 1000 replicates.
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Losses of diversity arising when A21 individuals carrying
the chestnut allele are rejected for reproduction were
assessed following Caballero and Toro (2002) and Petit
et al. (1998) also using the program MolKin. Detailed
explanations of these two methods are in these references
and in the MolKin User's Guide (http://www.ucm.es/info/
prodanim/html/JP_Web_archivos/MolkGuid.pdf). Briefly, the
two assayed methods assess the importance of a subpopula-
tion for the maximization of gene diversity (Caballero and
Toro, 2002) or themaximization of allelic richness (Petit et al.,
1998). The average molecular coancestry over an entire
metapopulation ð P

f Þ, where
P
f = 1−GD, consisting of n

subpopulations, is dependent on the within-subpopulation
molecular coancestry (contribution to within-subpopulation
diversity; GDW) and the between-subpopulations Nei's mini-
mum genetic distance (Nei, 1987), which is the contribution to
the between-breeds diversity (GDB). The total contribution to
diversity of a subpopulation is GDT=GDW+GDB. The Petit
et al.'s (1998) method uses the Hurlbert's (1971) rarefacted
number of alleles per locus to compute the total contribution
(CT) to the metapopulation allelic richness and the contribu-
tion of the subpopulation to the total allelic richness due to the
own allelic richness (CS). Parameter CD, which is the contribu-
tion to allelic richness due to its divergence (related to Nei's,
1987, DST and GST), can be obtained as CD=CT−CS.

Note that positive contributions to diversity assessed using
the Caballero and Toro's (2002) method mean that, after the
removal of a given subpopulation, the remaining dataset
increases the overall gene diversity and, consequently, the
Table 1
Genotype and allelic frequencies for the Extension (MC1r) and Agouti (ASIP) loci in
given for the founder subpopulation (individuals with no known parents), offsprin
population in absolute values and as percentages (in brackets). Additionally, numb
(GD), FIS (±standard error) and raw (k) and rarefacted average number of allele per l
186 allele copies.

Gene Genotype Founder A21 subpopulation

MC1r E/E 88 (48.9)
E/e 91 (50.6)
E/ea 1 (0.5)

ASIP A/A 57 (31.6)
A/Adel 91 (50.6)
Adel/Adel 32 (17.8)

MC1r-ASIP
E/E-A/A 24 (13.3)
E/E-A/Adel 48 (26.7)
E/E-Adel/Adel 16 (8.9)
E/e-A/A 33 (18.3)
E/e-A/Adel 42 (23.3)
E/e-Adel/Adel 16 (8.9)
E/ea-A/A –

E/ea-A/Adel 1 (0.6)
Allele

E 268 (74.4)
e 91 (25.3)
ea 1 (0.3)
A 205 (56.9)
Adel 155 (43.1)

Diversity
N 180
Ho 0.738
GD 0.784
FIS 0.059±0.011
k 9.2
k(32) 8.8
assessed subpopulation would not contribute substantially to
the overall diversity. However, positive contributions to
diversity assessed using the Petit et al.'s (1998) method mean
that the remaining dataset has a lower number of alleles than
the original one and, therefore, the assessed subpopulation
would contribute substantially to the overall allelic richness.

Contributions to genetic variability in the A21 population
were quantified using the following approaches: a) removing
sequentially the founder and the offspring subpopulations;
and b) removing the chestnut carrier individuals at the
within-subpopulation (founder or offspring) level. Possible
influence of a controlled introgression of black-coated A21
offspring into the A20 population was assessed using the
homozygous E/E-Adel/Adel A21 individuals and a 25%, ran-
domly chosen, of the E/E-A/Adel A21 individuals. This
assessment was repeated 10 times to ensure that the whole
genetic background of the E/E-A/Adel individuals is consid-
ered in the computations. The E/e and E/ea A21 individuals
carrying the Adel ASIP allele were not used in computations
because of their limited possibilities of use by the A20
breeders.

3. Results

Table 1 gives the allelic and genotypic frequencies for the
MC1r and ASIP genes in the analysed (sub)populations. The
wild alleles E and Awere themost frequent (77.8% and 59.4%)
in the whole A21 population and are more frequent in the
offspring subpopulation than in the founder subpopulation.
the endangered bay-coated (A21) Asturcón pony population. Frequencies are
g subpopulation (individuals with parents known) and the whole analysed
er of sampled individuals (N), observed heterozygosity (Ho), gene diversity
ocus (k(32)) are given for the analysed (sub)populations, with g being fitted to

Offspring A21 subpopulation Whole A21 population

77 (65.8) 165 (55.6)
35 (29.9) 126 (42.4)
5 (4.3) 6 (2.0)

43 (36.8) 100 (33.7)
62 (53.0) 153 (51.5)
12 (10.2) 44 (14.8)

27 (23.1) 51 (17.17)
42 (35.9) 90 (30.3)
8 (6.8) 24 (8.08)

14 (12.0) 47 (15.82)
17 (14.5) 59 (19.87)
4 (3.4) 20 (6.73)
2 (1.7) 2 (0.67)
3 (2.6) 4 (1.35)

194 (82.9) 462 (77.8)
35 (15.0) 126 (21.2)
5 (2.10) 6 (1.0)

148 (63.20) 353 (59.4)
86 (36.8) 241 (40.6)

117 297
0.734 0.737
0.782 0.787
0.061±0.012 0.060±0.061
8.3 9.2
8.2 8.7

http://www.ucm.es/info/prodanim/html/JP_Web_archivos/MolkGuid.pdf
http://www.ucm.es/info/prodanim/html/JP_Web_archivos/MolkGuid.pdf
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Both the e and ea recessive chestnut alleles were identified
although the allele ea was in low frequency (1.0% in thewhole
population. Both the e and ea alleles were in heterozygosity
with thewild allele. Although homozygous individuals for the
wild allele in the MC1r gene (E/E) were 55.6%, those for the
wild allele in the ASIP gene (A/A) were only a third of the
genotyped individuals (33.7%). Up to 44 of the typed A21
individuals were actually black coated (24 E/E-Adel/Adel and
20 E/e-Adel/Adel individuals) being less frequent in the
offspring than in the founder subpopulations.

Table 1 also gives parameters characterising the genetic
variability in the A21 population. Observed heterozygosity,
gene diversity and FIS were substantially the same across
subpopulations. Parameter FIS pointed out the existence of a
heterozygote deficiency, although this parameter did not
have statistical significance at the whole population level. The
rarefacted number of alleles per locus decreased 7% from the
founder to the offspring subpopulation (from 8.8 to 8.2).

As expected, the contribution to overall diversity of the
founder subpopulation was always higher than that of the
A21 offspring subpopulation (Table 2). They might not retain
the full diversity of founders in a pure breeding scenario. The
total contribution of the offspring subpopulation to overall
allelic richness was negative (CT=−1.84%), showing that all
their alleles were present in the founder subpopulation.
Although very low, the chestnut carrier individuals had
favourable contributions to overall gene diversity regardless
it was assessed within subpopulation or for the whole
population (GDT ranging from −0.26% to −0.73%; Table 2).
However, they only had favourable contributions to allelic
richness in the offspring subpopulation (CT=0.85%) mainly
due to its within-subpopulation contribution to diversity
(CW=0.91%).

Table 3 illustrates the expected influence of a controlled
introgression of black-coated A21 offspring on the overall
genetic variability of the A20 population. The gene diversity of
the introgressed populationwashigher than that of the original
A20 population for both gene diversity (GDT=−1.2%±0.04%)
and allelic richness (CT=4.9%±0.27%).

4. Discussion

Here we assess the losses of genetic variability of a small
horse population in a very early moment after the imple-
mentation of its conservation programme. Monitoring of
genetic variability in small populations usually include
genealogical information (Goyache et al., 2003; Gutiérrez
et al., 2005b). However, pedigrees in the A21 Asturcón
Table 2
Contributions to (in percentage) the overall diversity of different A21 subpopulatio

Contributions to diversity GDW GDB
a

Founder subpopulation −0.2 −0.43
Offspring subpopulation 0.1 −0.43
Chestnut allele carriers
Within-founder subpopulation −0.0 −0.37
Within-offspring subpopulation −0.1 −0.59
In the whole bay-Asturcón population −0.0 −0.24

GDW: contribution to within-population GD; GDB: contribution to between-populati
allelic richness; CB: contribution to between-populations allelic richness; and CT: to

a Corresponding to Nei's minimum distance.
population are very shallow. In such scenarios, molecular
polymorphism information has been shown to be the best
option to assess the effect of selection or drift on the genetic
variability of the population (Álvarez et al., 2007, 2009).

Royo et al. (2007) analysed the A21 population (58
individuals) recovered just after its inclusion in the ACPRA
studbook using the same microsatellite set. Although the
gene diversity computed for this initial group (HE=0.828)
was slightly higher than that reported here for the whole A21
population the rarefacted number of alleles per locus (k(32))
was basically the same (8.6). Although gene diversity was
basically the same for both the founder and the offspring
subpopulations, the rarefacted average number of allele per
locus decreased 7% in the offspring. This is consistent with
previous reports in small populations undergoing initiatives
for preservation of their genetic variability (Álvarez et al.,
2008; Royo et al., 2007). Major losses of genetic variability
occur very soon after the setting up of the conservation
programme because a significant number of founders do not
give progeny to the following generations (Álvarez et al.,
2008; Royo et al., 2007). This scenario makes it necessary to
implement carefully strict mating policies in the A21
population. It is widely assumed that the major cause of
losses of genetic variability in a small population is the drift
that occurs when a new group of reproductive individuals is
selected (Álvarez et al., 2007). However, this scenario may
become more acute when selection for type traits or coat
colour is superimposed on this situation.

Here we have found a high heterogeneity on the major
genes controlling the solid coat colour in horses (MC1r and
ASIP) in the A21 population. Royo et al. (2007) reported that
the recessive black allele was present at a frequency of 42% in
this population. This is consistent with the present results
that have been obtained using a higher sample. Moreover, the
recessive chestnut allele e is at a high frequency in the A21
population (roughly 25% in the founder subpopulation). Royo
et al. (2005b) reported the presence of this allele in the black-
coated Asturcón population at a frequency of 7%. Here we
have also identified the presence of the ea allele on the MC1r
gene in the A21 population. Wagner and Reissmann (2000)
identified this allele in the Black Forest horse breed. This
breed had an influence of Belgian draft horses, which
originated, via absorption of the local horse populations, the
Spanish horse breed Hispano-Bretón, most frequently
exploited at present in mountain pastures of the Cantabrian
Branch (Pérez-Gutiérrez et al., 2008). Very recently, the ea

allele has been identified at low frequency in other Northern
Spain local horse breeds sharing ecological conditions and
ns defined according to pedigree or the presence of chestnut alleles.

GDT CW CB CT

−0.65 3.61 1.77 5.38
−0.29 −3.61 1.77 −1.84

−0.39 −0.35 −0.42 −0.76
−0.73 0.91 −0.06 0.85
−0.26 −0.12 −0.07 −0.19

ons GD; GDT: total contribution to GD; CW: contribution to within-population
tal contribution to allelic richness.



Table 3
Mean contributions (in percentage) to the genetic variability of the A20 Asturcón population of the A21 offspring individuals carrying the 11-bp deletion
associated to black coat colour in horses. Contributions were computed 10 times including a randomly chosen 25% of the heterozygous A/Adel individuals available.
Standard errors of the estimates and the minimum and maximum values of the computed contributions are also given.

Contributions to diversity GDW GDB
a GDT CW CB CT

Mean contributions −0.4 −0.8 −1.2 11.3 −6.4 4.9
Standard deviation of the contributions 0.05 0.05 0.04 1.31 1.31 0.27
Minimum contribution −0.4 −1.0 −1.3 8.8 −8.5 4.6
Maximum contribution −0.2 −0.8 −1.2 13.1 −3.7 5.2

GDW: contribution to within-population GD; GDB: contribution to between-populations GD; GDT: total contribution to GD; CW: contribution to within-population
allelic richness; CB: contribution to between-populations allelic richness; CT: total contribution to allelic richness.

a Corresponding to Nei's minimum distance.
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recent introgression history with bay-Asturcón (Rendo et al.,
2009). The frequency of the ea allele was higher in horse
breeds such as Burguete (6.8%) or Euskal Herriko Mendiko
Zaldia (8.3%) that are phenotipically similar to Hispano-
Bretón draft horses. This allows to hypothesise that the
presence of the ea allele is due to the introgression of foreign
genetic stocks.

Selection for coat colour does not increase the risk of
losses of genetic variability within the A21 population.
Indeed, the major genetic variability found is in the founder
subpopulation (see Table 2). However, the elimination of the
chestnut carrier individuals does not affect genetic variability
to a large extent. This contrasts with the scenario recently
reported in the endangered black-coated Mallorquí horse
(Álvarez et al., in press) in which the chestnut heterozygote
individuals were identified as reservoirs of rare alleles within
the breed. In the A21 population, the rejection for reproduc-
tion of the chestnut carrier neither affects significantly the
balance of allelic frequencies (i.e. the gene diversity of the
remaining individuals keeps steady) nor has detrimental
effects on allelic richness. Therefore, efforts for maximizing
the genetic variability in the offspring subpopulation could
focus on the use of non-carriers of the recessive chestnut
alleles.

A major objective of this work was the assessment of the
possible genetic effect of the controlled introgression of
black-coated A21 offspring into the A20 Asturcón population.
These analyses have been restricted to the A21 offspring
subpopulation assuming that only individuals with strong
selection for type traits and known genealogies would be
accepted for the A20 breeders. The present analysis clearly
suggests that such introgression process would increase the
genetic variability of the A20 population in a beneficial
manner. This is especially true for the allelic richness
(Table 3) but also for the gene diversity. In other words:
very limited gene flow may increase the number of alleles of
the A20 population but also would yield a balance of the
allelic frequencies at a population level. This scenario seems
to be important for the A20 population. The available black-
coated Asturcón genotypes include the offspring born in
1998, 2000 and 2002 that are being used at present for
reproduction. Therefore, the genetic scenario illustrated by
these samples is likely to be the “real” scenario of the
population at present time. Royo et al. (2007) showed that in
the A20 population, allele frequencies remained fairly
constant over pedigree knowledge or birth year. Since the
late 1990s, most matings in this population have been
planned to avoid crosses between relatives in order to
respectively minimize the short- and the long-term increases
in inbreeding (Royo et al., 2007). However, a relaxation of the
mating policies or simply incorrect breeding management
can give major losses of genetic diversity in a small number of
generations. Therefore, the increase of the number of alleles
segregating in the A20 population is important for the
maintenance of this genetic stock. Allelic richness is an
important parameter in conservation genetics because it
informs on the long-term evolutionary potential of a
population (Petit et al., 1998). A carefully implemented
gene flow from the A21 to the A20 population may ensure
the viability of this prominent genetic resource.
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